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INTRODUCTION 

The main purpose of earthing in electrical 

network is safety. When all metallic parts in 

electrical equipments are grounded then if 

the insulation inside the equipments fails 

there are no dangerous voltages present in 

the equipment case. If the live wire touches 

the grounded case then the circuit is 

effectively shorted and fuse will 

immediately blow. When the fuse is blown 

then the dangerous voltages are nullified. 

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION ABOUT 

EARTHING 

PURPOSE OF EARTHING  

(1) Safety for Human life/ 

building/equipment: 

 To provide safe path to dissipate 

lightning and short circuit currents. 

 To provide stable platform for 

operation of sensitive  electronic 

equipment  i.e. To maintain the 

voltage at any part of an electrical 

system at a known value so as to 

prevent over current or excessive 

voltage on the appliances or 

equipment . 

 

(2)  Over voltage protection: 

 Lightning, line surges or 

unintentional contact with higher 

voltage lines can cause dangerously 

high voltages to the electrical 

distribution system. Earthing 

provides an alternative path around 

the electrical system to minimize 

damages in the system. 

 

(3)  Voltage stabilization: 

 There are many sources of 

electricity. Every transformer can 

be considered a separate source. If 

there were not a common reference 

point for all these voltage sources it 

would be extremely difficult to 

calculate their relationships to each 

other. The earth is the largest 

conductive surface, and so it was 

adopted in the very beginnings of 
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electrical distribution systems as a 

nearly universal standard for all 

electric systems. 

METHODS OF EARTHING 

 

(a)Conventional method 

1)  Plate type Earthing: 

 Generally for plate type earthing 

normal practice is to use 

 Cast iron plate of size 600 mm x600 

mm x12 mm. OR 

 Galvanized iron plate of size 600 

mm x600 mm x6 mm. OR 

 Copper plate of size 600 mm * 600 

mm * 3.15 mm 

 Plate  burred at the depth of 8 feet in 

the vertical position and GI strip of 

size 50 mmx6 mm bolted with the 

plate is brought up to the ground 

level. 

 These types of earth pit are 

generally filled with alternate layer 

of charcoal & salt up to 4 feet from 

the bottom of the pit. 

 

(2)  Pipe type Earthing: 

 For Pipe type earthing normal 

practice is to use. 

 GI pipe [C-class] of 75 mm 

diameter, 10 feet long welded with 

75 mm diameter GI flange having 6 

numbers of holes for the connection 

of earth wires and inserted in 

ground by auger method. 

 These types of earth pit are 

generally filled with alternate layer 

of charcoal & salt or earth 

reactivation compound. 

 

FACTORS AFFECTING ON EARTH 

RESISTIVITY: 

Soil Resistivity:     

 It is the resistance of soil to the 

passage of electric current. The 

earth resistance value (ohmic value) 

of an earth pit depends on soil 

resistivity. It is the resistance of the 

soil to the passage of electric 

current. 

 It varies from soil to soil. It depends 

on the physical composition of the 

soil, moisture, dissolved salts, grain 

size and distribution, seasonal 

variation, current magnitude etc. 

 In depends on the composition of 

soil, moisture content, dissolved 

salts, grain size and its distribution, 

seasonal variation, current 

magnitude. 

Soil Condition: 

 Different soil conditions give 

different soil resistivity. Most of the 

soils are very poor conductors of 

electricity when they are completely 
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dry. Soil resistivity is measured in 

ohm-meters or ohm-cm. 

 Soil plays a significant role in 

determining the performance of 

electrode. 

 Soil with low resistivity is highly 

corrosive. If soil is dry then soil 

resistivity value will be very high. 

 If soil resistivity is high, earth 

resistance of electrode will also be 

high. 

Moisture: 

 Moisture has a great influence on 

resistivity value of soil. The 

resistivity of a soil can be 

determined by the quantity of water 

held by the soil and resistivity of the 

water itself. Conduction of 

electricity in soil is through water. 

 The resistance drops quickly to a 

more or less steady minimum value 

of about 15% moisture. And further 

increase of moisture level in soil 

will have little effect on soil 

resistivity. In many locations water 

table goes down in dry weather 

conditions. Therefore, it is essential 

to pour water in and around the 

earth pit to maintain moisture in dry 

weather conditions. Moisture 

significantly influences soil 

resistivity. 

Dissolved salts: 

 Pure water is poor conductor of 

electricity. 

 Resistivity of soil depends on 

resistivity of water which in turn 

depends on the amount and nature 

of salts dissolved in it. 

 Small quantity of salts in water 

reduces soil resistivity by 80%. 

Common salt is most effective in 

improving conductivity of soil. But 

it corrodes metal and hence 

discouraged. 

Climate Condition: 

 Increase or decrease of moisture 

content determines the increase or 

decrease of soil resistivity. 

 Thus in dry whether resistivity will 

be very high and in monsoon 

months the resistivity will be low. 

Location of Earth Pit: 

 The location also contributes to 

resistivity to a great extent. In a 

sloping landscape, or in a land with 

made up of soil, or areas which are 

hilly, rocky or sandy, water runs off 

and in dry weather conditions water 

table goes down very fast. In such 

situation Back fill Compound will 

not be able to attract moisture, as the 

soil around the pit would be dry. 

The earth pits located in such areas 

must be watered at frequent 
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intervals, particularly during dry 

weather conditions. 

 Though back fill compound retains 

moisture under normal conditions, 

it gives off moisture during dry 

weather to the dry soil around the 

electrode, and in the process loses 

moisture over a period of time. 

Therefore, choose a site that is 

naturally not well drained. 

Area Available: 

 Single electrode rod or strip or plate 

will not achieve the desired 

resistance alone. 

  If a number of electrodes could be 

installed and interconnected the 

desired resistance could be 

achieved. The distance between the 

electrodes must be equal to the 

driven depth to avoid overlapping of 

area of influence. Each electrode, 

therefore, must be outside the 

resistance area of the other. 

Obstructions: 

 The soil may look good on the 

surface but there may be 

obstructions below a few feet like 

virgin rock. In that event resistivity 

will be affected. Obstructions like 

concrete structure near about the 

pits will affect resistivity. If the 

earth pits are close by, the resistance 

value will be high. 

 

RISK IN EARTHING 

Some external factors that need to be 

addressed (during design and installation) 

are theft and/or vandalism of earth system 

components. Consideration should be given 

to protecting exposed components 

and/or monitoring key components to 

ensure an acceptable risk profile. 

 

 

Fig: Earthing system risk profile 

DIFFERENT EARTHING SYSTEM 

Household Earthing: 

The earthing set up for the domestic 

purpose i.e. in houses, small scale industries 

etc. falls in the household earthing 

category. 

Substation Earthing: 

The function of substation earthing system 

is to provide a grounding mat below the 

earth surface in and around the substation 

which will have uniformly zero potential 

with respect to ground and lower earth 

resistance to ensure that 
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 To provide discharge path for 

lightning over voltages coming via rod-

gaps, surge arresters, and shielding wires 

etc. 

 To ensure safety of the operating 

staff by limiting voltage gradient at ground 

level in the substation 

 To provide low resistance path to 

the earthing switch earthed terminals, so as 

to discharge the trapped charge (Due to 

charging currents even the line is dead still 

charge remains which causes dangerous 

shocks) to earth prior to maintenance and 

repairs. 

In designing the substation, three voltages 

have to be considered. 

Touch Voltage:  It is the voltage between 

the energized object and the feet of a person 

in contact with the object. It is equal to the 

difference in voltage between the object 

and a point some distance away. 

 

Step Voltage: This is the potential 

difference developed when a man bridges a 

distance of 1m with his feet while not 

touching any other earthed equipment.  

Mesh Voltage: This is the maximum touch 

voltage that is developed in the mesh of the 

earthing grid.  

INDUSTRIAL EARTHING 

When designing an industrial HV network, 

a suitable neutral earth arrangement must 

be selected. The neutral can either be 

insulated, or it can be connected to earth. 

The use of an insulated neutral in an HV 

network has the advantage of ensuring 

operational continuity since it does not trip 

on the first fault, however the network 

capacitance must be such that an earth fault 

current is not likely to endanger Personnel 

or damage equipment.  

On the other hand, an insulated neutral 

implies the following:- 

 The risk of high overvoltage likely 

to favorite multiple faults.  

 The use of super-insulated 

equipment and compulsory 

monitoring of the insulation and 

protection against overvoltage, 

which will become compulsory in 

the near future. 

 The need for complex, selective 

protection against earth faults which 
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cannot usually be ensured by simple 

current-measuring relays. 

 

DIRECT EARTHING 

This type of earthing is the most efficient in 

limiting overvoltage; protection selectivity 

presents no difficulties. However, in the 

event of an earth fault, the current is not 

limited, damage and interference occur and 

there is considerable danger for the 

personnel during the time the fault persists. 

This solution is not used for HV 

distribution. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The main reasons of earthing are: 

 To save human life from danger or 

shock or death by blowing fuse of 

any apparatus that become leaky. 

 To protect large buildings from 

atmospheric lighting. 

 To protect all machines fed from 

O.H lines from lighting arresters. 

 To maintain the line voltages 

constant (since; neutral of every 

alternator, transformer is earthed). 
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United Silicon Carbide Offers Key Power-saving Solutions for the Burgeoning 
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Johirul Islam ( EE/G12/205) 

Kaushik Das (EE/G12/217) 

Md Shinan Bin Safique(EE/G12/257) 

Mintu Gogoi(EE/G12/261) 

The term “alternative energy” will soon 

become just “energy.” As with any 

technology sector, the advancements in the 

alternative energy arena—solar, wind, 

smartgrid—are making mass adoption more 

palpable. This is due, in part, to the 

tremendous strides made with silicon carbide 

(SiC), which has proven to help lower the 

cost of the technology while providing better 

quality and continuity of the power supply. 

At the helm of this power revolution is United 

Silicon Carbide, an SiC-based power supply 

company that is helping provide the higher-

efficiency demands needed in emerging 

higher voltage markets. EEWeb spoke with 

Chris Dries, CEO of United Silicon Carbide, 

about the company’s industry-leading die 

size, the custom discrete business they are 

offering, and the ways in which the SiC 

market will grow to around $2-billion in the 

next ten years 

How do you see silicon carbide positioned 

in the power market?  

Historically, the majority of the 

market for silicon carbide has been 

dominated by diodes in power factor 

correction. Over the last year, that 

momentum has shifted to include the design-

in of silicon carbide transistors. It is 

becoming clear that the user community is 

rapidly adopting silicon carbide switch 

technology, and I think we will see a massive 

acceleration in the design-in activity of 

silicon carbide transistors. The diodes 

generated enough demand to mature the 

supply chain. Going back to the early days, 

there was not enough demand for substrates 

to support a cost structure for growth, but 

now the product performance and end 

applications are driving tremendous demand, 

which is creating a supply chain that is 

quickly becoming very diverse and raw 

materials are available throughout the world.  

In what ways does USCi separate itself 

from its competitors? 
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The fundamental thing is we based 

the technology of our business on the JFET, 

which allows USCi to leverage the cascode 

configuration. This gives USCi a huge 

differentiator in terms of die size. The 

organization just got back from the 

International Conference of Silicon Carbide 

and Related Materials in Sicily, and virtually 

all of the MOSFETs are sitting at a specific 

ON resistance in the 3- to 4-mohm 

centimeters-squared range. The technology, 

in contrast to devices running in the 3- to 4-

mOhm centimeters-squared range, are 1.75- 

mOhm centimeters-squared—meaning our 

SiC cost is half that of a SiC MOSFET 

supplier.A low-cost Si MOSFET to form the 

cascode configuration, which makes USCi’s 

devices the only SiC Switch with standard 

gate drive. The low Voltage MOSFET’s 

intrinsic diode also serves as a very-low QRR 

anti-parallel diode. If you look at 

hardswitched half-bridge configurations 

where our competitors would typically use a 

MOSFET with an anti-parallel silicon 

carbide Schottky diode, we have a one-

package solution that performs at lower 

switching losses with 50-percent of the 

silicon carbide die area.  

Another example of what makes us unique 

is the gate drive that they provide to 

customers. 

 Standard silicon carbide MOSFETs have a 

non-standard gate drive from -5 to +20 volts. 

Because our devices incorporate a low-

voltage MOSFET in them, they have a 

standard gate drive, so if someone has 

designed in a superjunction FET or an IGBT, 

they can simply take out the silicon 

component and drop in our silicon carbide 

device and it will simply work. At the same 

time, anyone who has designed in a silicon 

carbide MOSFET can also just drop in our 

device, as the cascode’s low-voltage 

MOSFET will work fine with a -5 / +20-volt 

gate drive. For us, it becomes a truly 

universal high-voltage switch no matter the 

device that is inside it—it is driven like a 

silicon switch but with the benefits of a wide 

band gap material inside of it. 

 How did USCi achieve its industry-

leading die size?  

It’s actually quite simple in the sense that we 

use vertical trench technology. All 

MOSFETs in the world right now, with a few 

exceptions, are all D-MOSFETs, where there 

is a lateral channel and then vertical current 

flow. They simply use the die area much 

more effectively as a vertical trench device. 

These are approaches that have been used in 

silicon for a couple of decades, but at USCi 

we are the first ones to figure out how to do 
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it in a manufacturing way. We have the 

intellectual property tied to this capability. 

What is their outlook for the next three to 

five years?  

What markets will adopt silicon carbide the 

fastest? They think the traditional areas of 

power supplies and renewables such as 

photovoltaic inverters and charging systems 

will be big adopters. In the photovoltaic 

inverter area, we have an existing customer 

that builds a 30-kilowatt system using our 

switch technology. They were able to reduce 

the size of a grid-tie inverter from something 

that was about the size of a small, side-by-

side refrigerator down to something that is 

now wall-mountable. When you think of the 

balance of system costs associated with that, 

they think it is one of the massive drivers of 

our industry; you are able to run it at a higher 

switching frequency, thereby reducing the 

size of the units with smaller inductors and 

capacitors—all while operating at a higher 

efficiency. From an installation perspective, 

this eliminated the need for installers to pour 

a concrete pad for this heavy unit to sit on—

it now just mounts to a wall. This is a big 

accelerant for the business. Could you 

elaborate more on the custom discrete 

business that USCi offers?  

What is unique about silicon carbide with 

regards to circuit protection? 

Silicon carbide offers the ability to handle 

very high short circuit events, primarily 

because it is very effective at absorbing 

thermal transients. In addition, because it is a 

wide-band gap material, it has a very low 

insertion loss, meaning a relatively small 

amount of the semiconductor can have a 

relatively low resistance, but still function as 

a self-limiting switch under high-surge 

current. Essentially, the current going 

through the device will saturate at a tailorable 

level. Our limits with these kinds of events 

turns out to be the melting point of 

aluminum—once the device heats, and 

reaches 660ºC, the aluminum top metal 

melts, and that is the failure mechanism. This 

“upper limit” makes silicon carbide very 

forgiving in circuit protection, especially in a 

severe single event. There have been a 

number of good academic papers and studies 

done in this area, and we have customers in 

this area that use these devices for surge 

suppression in various configurations
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1. Background: Solar power plays a 

dominant role in the world-wide effort to 

reduce greenhouse gases; it is considered a 

clean energy and an efficient source of 

electricity. Yet several obstacles have been 

undermining the expansion of this sector 

and many of its actors are looking for new 

approaches that would make solar power 

more practical and commercially attractive. 

Water utilities often have suitable water 

sources such as storage reservoirs for 

drinking water, irrigation water and open 

channel aqueducts where floating solar 

panels could be installed. It is an innovative 

and cost effective alternate to ground mount 

solar power panels installed on existing 

reservoirs, ponds, canals and lakes .As an 

alternative to large scale ground mount 

solar systems .They conserve precious 

lands and generate more power. 

 

2. Drawback: Generating power from the 

sun would be more practical if not for two 

major causes. The expense of the silicon 

material that converts light to electricity, 

and the large tracts of land needed for solar 

farms. 

 

3. Technical Description: Solaris Synergy, 

an Israeli startup, has solved both problems 

with Concentrating Photovoltaic (F-CPV) 

modules that float on water. The F-CPV 

modules use a curved, mirrored film that 

concentrates sunlight into a thin line 

requiring less silicon. It also reduces the 

size of the panel required, thereby lowering 

the cost compared to conventional 

photovoltaic panels. Designing the modules 

to float on water solves the problem of 

finding land that is suitable and affordable 

on which to install solar power plants made 

by connecting the modules together. The 

water basins on which the plants can be 

built are not nature reserves, tourist resorts 

or open sea; rather they are industrial water 

basins already in use for other purposes. In 

addition to being an efficient use of space, 

floating solar modules have other economic 

benefits. First, they minimize the use of 

steel, a major cost in the production of land-

based panels. Second, the water's cooling 

effect can increase both efficiency and 

reliability over typical ground-mounted 

systems. And third, they benefit the water 
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basin by reducing water evaporation by 70 

percent while inhibiting destructive algae 

growth by blocking sunlight on the water. 

4. Benefits: By installing solar panels over 

a water body, the panels are naturally 

cooled, resulting in improved power 

production performance. The cooler 

environment also reduces stress on the 

system, extending the system’s lifespan. 

Floating solar is cost competitive with roof 

and ground-based single-axis tracking solar 

systems and uses the same commercially 

available solar panels. Similar to land-

based solar, the floating installations 

qualify for federal and local grant and 

incentive programs. 

Aside from generating power, the systems 

also provide other environmental benefits. 

As an example, the SPG system shades the 

water and can reduce evaporation by up to 

70%. A 3-acre storage pond covered with 

solar panels could save over 4 million 

gallons of water each year. 

The systems can also improve water 

quality. As water bodies are exposed to the 

sun, photosynthesis promotes growth of 

organic matter, including algae. By shading 

the water, algae growth is reduced, 

minimizing the associated treatment and 

labour costs. 

 

5. Country Context: Three companies 

currently market Floating Solar Power 

systems: Solaris Synergy (Israel), SPG 

Solar (United States) and Synergy 

(Australia). 

In India, 10KW plant over water, near 

Rajarhat New Town (inauguration in 

January 2015) in West Bengal Raft fitted 

with hollow drums to float on water. Solar 

cells installed over the raft funded by 

Funding from Ministry of new and 

renewable energy. In Gujarat solar cells are 

installed above Narmada Canal. Even UN 

Secretary General Ban Ki-moon 

appreciated this idea. 

6. Criticism 

There is a possibility of production of 

chemicals from solar cells, which will 

contaminate water. Panels obstruct sunlight 

from water bodies, it may negatively affect 

the flora fauna in long term. But the subject 

needs more research and huge investment 

for further development. 

 

Fig: At a winery in California’s Napa County, a 

combined 477KW land and floating solar 

system has been running successfully for the 

last three plus years on a retention pond.
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Energy Management 
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Amlan Sarma( G-13/L486) 

Samrat Dutta(G13/L492) 

The standard of living of the people is 

growing day by day, moreover. So, the 

consumption of energy is growing day by 

day. Electricity can be obtained from non- 

conventional sources, but major share of 

electricity we use comes from the burning 

of fossil fuels such as oil, natural gas and 

coal. These fuels are needed to power the 

turbines that produce electricity. These 

resources are not unlimited or renewable. 

Moreover, setting up non-conventional 

energy sources like solar energy, wind 

energy requires lots of factors and the 

installation cost is also higher. The other 

reason for conserving energy is the health 

and well-being of every living being on the 

entire planet. Using fossil fuels and some 

other energy forms typically pollute the 

environment. The air is polluted when fossil 

fuels like coal are burned. The waste from 

nuclear energy is also very dangerous. The 

production of solar panels also creates 

pollutants. When water is polluted during 

the process of producing energy it can 

change the eco system. A country can also 

save lots of money if conservation of 

energy is done. The total installed power 

generation capacity of  North Eastern 

Region (excluding Sikkim) is about 2329 

MW comprising 1116 MW hydro and  990 

MW thermal and 223 MW from renewable 

energy sources. The total installed capacity 

of Sikkim is about 201 MW comprising 75 

MW hydro and 79 MW thermal and 47 MW 

from renewable energy sources. The AT&C 

losses recorded for NER has been highest 

among all other regions of the country.  In 

India, T&D loss is about 23% as revealed 

by Central Electricity Authority of India. 

To minimize the T&D losses and to use the 

resources wisely a good energy 

management is required. Energy 

management includes planning and 

operation of energy production and energy 

consumption. Objectives are resource 

conservation, climate protection and cost 

savings. Energy is wasted due to several 

reasons such as inefficient plant operation, 

poor maintenance, outdated technology etc. 

There are two types of energy management: 

Supply side management and Demand side 

management. 

Supply-side management (SSM) refers to 

actions taken to ensure the generation, 

transmission and distribution of energy are 

conducted efficiently. This has become 
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especially important with the deregulation 

of the electricity industry in many 

countries, where the efficient use of 

available energy sources becomes essential 

to remain competitive. 

SSM is used primarily with reference to 

electricity but it can also be applied to 

actions concerning the supply of other 

energy resources such as fossil fuels and 

renewables. Utility companies may look at 

means of modifying their load profile to 

allow their least efficient generating 

equipment to be used as little as possible 

(compared with high efficiency equipment 

that should be used to the maxi- mum). 

They may improve maintenance and 

control of existing equipment, or upgrade 

equipment with state-of-the-art 

technologies. 

Supply side management (SSM) will 

decrease the supply cost, increase supply 

capacity and will improve supply delivery. 

One of SSM measures is the Clean coal 

technologies (CCT) which will improve the 

efficiency of coal based electricity 

generation and will reduce the 

environmental impact. We can take SSM 

measures by introducing cogeneration 

where production of heat as well as 

electricity is done from a single fuel source. 

Demand side management (DSM) involves 

reducing electricity use through activities or 

programs that promote electric energy 

efficiency or conservation, or more 

efficient management of electric energy. 

The main types of DSM activities may be 

classified in three categories: Energy 

reduction programs-reducing demand 

through more efficient processes, buildings 

or equipment, Load management programs-

changing the load pattern and encouraging 

less demand at peak times and peak rates. 

Load growth and conservation 

programmes. In DSM energy can be 

managed by: 

Load replacement- Energy can be saved if 

we replace some loads which consume 

more power with loads which consume less 

power and are at the time efficient also. For 

instance, Compact fluorescent lamps (CFL) 

are now available from various 

manufacturers as direct replacements for 

incandescent lamps up to 100W. The lamp, 

complete with electronic ballast can be 

fitted in the lamp holder of the incandescent 

lamp to be replaced with no modifications 

required. Although more expensive (up to 

20 times the cost of the equivalent 

incandescent bulbs) they consume less than 

25 per cent of the energy for the same light 

output and last up to 10 times as long.. 

Now-a-days energy efficient motors are 

also available. 

Load scheduling- Energy can be saved by 

load balancing or scheduling. Such as 
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increasing the power consumption during 

off-peak period or by decreasing the power 

consumption during peak period. 

Energy management is must essential now-

a-days in order to use our resources wisely 

and secure our future. 
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A Little known about Nikola Tesla 

Rahul Subba (G-12/355) 

        Journav Hazarika (G-12/206) 

        Dhruba Jyoti Nath (G-12/132)

Probably very few of us heard about 

‘Nikola Tesla’. But who is Nikola Tesla? 

And why have so many people have 

nothing to say about him until recently? 

Whether the answer to that question is real 

revenge of the nerds or the truest meaning 

of “science in public interest”. Increasingly, 

thousands of would be inventors 

technology buffs and friends have played 

into an undercurrent of fanaticism that has 

tried to shed light on life and achievements 

of a genius whose work quite literally lit up 

the 20th century but whose identity has 

remained in the dark. 

In this account several biographies are 

listed. So are titles on Tesla’s “secrets”-

Weather Engineering, Electromagnetic 

Grid System, Death Beam weaponry, 

Soviet-Tesla type weapons, UFO activities 

and “Zero-Point Energy”. 

People sell to these who range from 

establishment scientist to people. Tesla was 

a champion. There are undeniable facts that 

deserve more than cryptic footnote in the 

history of science. His obituary in the New 

York calls him a “Prolific Inventor” and 

attributes to him the induction motor, 

dynamos, transformers, condensers and 

specialized coils that still are used in 

electrical equipment, from automobiles 

ignitions to televisions. His research also 

contributed to some of the century’s most 

dramatic break thorough among them the 

Electron Microscope, Fluorescent lighting, 

lasers, remote control, vertical takeoff 

aircrafts and x-rays. Teslophiles make 

much over Marconi getting credit for 

inventing the radio. Their hero actually 

invented more radio components in 1943, 

six months after Tesla’s death, the US 

Supreme Court overturned Marconi’s radio 

patents deciding that Tesla’s had priority. 

Perhaps his most invention was polyphase 

alternating current (AC) system, the one 

that produces the kind of electrical power 

found in wall sockets. And that’s where 

history turned ugly for Tesla. His AC 

system blew away the direct current (DC) 

system, the kind found in a battery that was 

the baby of his rival, the greatest of 

American inventors according to history’s 

interpretation-Edison. 

Most often Tesla was heated by history 

because he invented that could deliver non-

polluting energy to everyone, free of 

charge, and greedy industrialist could not 
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allow that. He was the one to mastermind 

the first grades scale hydropower system. In 

a phase Colorado springs. Tesla went to its 

dry elimate in 1899 to conduct experiments 

that often lit up the horizon with manmade 

lighting. Tesla coil, simple in construction 

would create high voltages. He’s the man 

who harnessed Niagara Falls. Nikola Tesla 

even depicted that he could provide free 

energy to the mankind. He stated that he 

have harnessed the cosmic rays and caused 

them to operate a motive device. Cosmic 

ray investigation was a subject that was 

very close to him. He was the first top 

discover the rays. The attractive feature of 

the cosmic rays is their constancy. They 

shower down on us throughout the whole 

24 hours, and if a plant is developed to use 

their power it will not require devices for 

storing energy as would be necessary with 

devices using wind, tide or sunlight. They 

are small part ides each carrying a small 

charges that are justified in calling them 

neutron. They are with great speed 

exceeding that of light. Generally, the 

cosmic ray ionizes the air, setting free many 

charges ions and electrons. These charges 

are captured in a condenser which is made 

to discharge through the circuit of the 

motor. But as industrialist business would 

sink and would go out of business they did 

not allow him to progress. 

Tesla was an inventor that created 

renewable energy and cared about people 

than making money. On the other hand 

Thomas Edison who created a way to 

charge money for electricity and methods to 

control to energy. 
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Super Conductivity Applications in Power System 

Bikram Kr Das (G-12/089) 

Nabaranjan Thakuria (G-12/278) 

Electric power system is one of the most 

important infrastructure of modern society. 

This energy which is easy to control, to be 

converted any type of energy, and clean, is 

becoming the standard how the society has 

developed. Well, the demand of electricity 

is increasing rapidly over the world.  

However in most highly developed electric 

power systems, there are several difficulties 

related from generation to distribution. 

Usually power generating stations are 

located in remote areas from the load 

centers; therefore long transmission and 

distribution lines have to be constructed and 

maintained to meet required reliability, 

power quality and economic point of views. 

Reliable, cheap, efficient conductor is 

required to support healthy electric power 

systems. 

Most of the conductors used in modern 

power system facilities, for example 

generator, transformer, transmission lines, 

cables, motor etc. are copper or aluminium. 

They have resistance R which restricts the 

capability of thermal rating of electric 

facilities with the Ohmic loss. If there is a 

conductor with no loss, we can make 

efficient electric facilities. Superconductor, 

which is zero resistance is a promising 

solution to make innovation on electric 

facilities. 

There are various power system facilities 

based on superconductor applications. First 

of all, superconducting cable is the most 

applicable solution to solve transmission 

congestion problem. High power density 

area such as metropolitan cities with its 

high density transmission capability. 

Recently developed superconducting cable 

in distribution class can deliver about five 

times more power than conventional XLPE 

cable at same dimension. DC 

superconducting cable is also in developing 

stage to eliminate AC loss in 

superconductor and will be applied to 

HVDC transmission system. 

Second promising one is super conducting 

fault current limiter (SFCL). With the 

development of power system, short circuit 

fault currents are increasing much more 

than conventional power system which is 

the components of present system. For 

example, a lot of circuit breakers have to be 

replaced higher level break capacity in case 

of source impedance is reduced by 

increased power system generation and 

reinforced transmission and distribution 

system. 
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SFLC can limit fault current fast, within 

half cycle, using Quench effect of 

superconductors. In case of current exceeds 

specific fault current. Also, it can supply a 

solution on power system voltage sag 

problem.  

Other promising applications in power 

system are superconducting synchronous 

condenser (DESC: Super var) and 

superconducting motor. Super var is a good 

solution as reactive power compensator 

which can be applied to increase power 

transmission capability on voltage stability 

limited system. Also, it can support 

industry sector which require high voltage 

quality service. There are a lot of 

superconductor application field in power 

system. However the basic discussion has 

to be start with the study whether the power 

system requirements can have better 

solution from superconducting electric 

facilities. With the change of power 

industry, such as Kyoto protocol and energy 

crisis, superconductivity technology is 

highly promising, not only to increase 

efficiency of electricity but also to upgrade 

the security of power system. Among 

various superconductor technology, most 

applicable ones- HTS Cable, fault current 

limiters, dynamic SC are introduced and 

discussed how to apply. 

Other superconducting facilities like 

transformer and generator, SMES, 

superconducting flywheel, are in testing 

and will be implemented with the changes 

of power market needs. 

However, the most critical obstacle in 

power system application is superconductor 

materials and cooling systems. Present high 

temperature superconductors (HTS) have to 

be improved much more than conventional 

ones but it still have difficulties in general 

use such as extreme low temperature 

operation, AC loss and high cost. Cooling 

system is also a hard task which have close 

relation of HTS failure due to Quench 

mechanism. From operating point of view, 

monitoring and control to protect the local 

hot spot in another task to overcome. More 

advanced superconductors and application 

methods are expected in power system 

applications in the near future. 
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Wearable Technology (Charge Mobile Phones Using Body Heat) 

Tridib Ranjan Thakuriya (G-12/447) 

Technology that could one day 

power your smartphone using just body 

heat has been developed. Wearable 

computers or devices have been hailed as 

the next generation of mobile electronic 

gadgets, but finding a way to deliver 

sufficient, long-lasting power has been a 

problem. Now scientists have come up with 

a novel solution using a glass and fabric-

based thermoelectric generator that could 

spell a new age of discreet smart 

technology. A team of researchers at 

KAIST (Korea Advanced Institute of 

Science and Technology University) in 

South Korea headed by Professor Cho of 

electrical engineering are behind the 

innovation. Professor Byung Jin Cho with 

his team created a flexible thermoelectric 

(TE) generator that allows you to recharge 

electronic devices from your own body 

heat. The device is suitable for recharging 

heart monitors, smart glasses and other 

wearable technology, experts claim. A 

thermoelectric generator is a device that can 

convert heat, or a temperature difference, 

into electric energy. Using the small but 

significant temperature difference between 

skin and air, Professor Cho and his team 

have been able to produce this tiny and 

wearable thermoelectric generator. For 

electronics to be worn by a user, they must 

be light, flexible, and equipped with a 

power source, which could be a portable, 

long-lasting battery or a generator. KAIST's 

generator is extremely light and flexible 

and produces electricity from the heat of the 

human body. Professor Cho confirmed that 

the generator could also charge 

smartphones. ‘Right now we are trying to 

make a sample that provides electricity for 

medical sensors,' he says. ‘After that, 

smartphones will be next application of the 

TE generator.’ It is so flexible that it can be 

bent almost in a complete circle, and there 

are no changes in performance even if the 

generator bends upward and downward for 

up to 120 cycles. To date, two types of TE 

generators have been developed. These are 

based either on organic or inorganic 

materials, the former being carbon-based 

compounds found in biological systems and 

the latter molecules lacking carbon found in 

geological systems. The benefit of organic-

based TE generators is they are highly 

flexible and compatible with human skin, 

ideal for wearable electronics, but they have 

a low power output. Inorganic-based TE 

generators produce a high electrical energy, 

but they are heavy, rigid, and bulky. 

Professor Cho came up with the new 

concept and design technique to build a 

flexible TE generator that minimizes 
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thermal energy loss but maximizes power 

output, combining the benefits of both 

organic and inorganic materials. ‘This is 

quite a revolutionary approach to design a 

generator. In so doing, we were able to 

significantly reduce the weight of our 

generator, which is an essential element for 

wearable electronics,' he says. When using 

KAIST's TE generator for a wearable 

wristband device, it will produce around 40 

milliwatts of electric power based on the 

temperature difference of 0.5°C (31°F) 

between human skin and the surrounding 

air. Professor Cho further described the 

merits of the new generator. ‘Our 

technology presents an easy and simple 

way of fabricating an extremely flexible, 

light, and high-performance TE generator.' 

‘We expect that this technology will find 

further applications in scale-up systems 

such as automobiles, factories, aircrafts and 

vessels where we see abundant thermal 

energy being wasted.’ 
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Electric Locomotive 

 Ajay Das(G12/009) 

 Pinku Kumar Goswami(G12/321) 

       Neeraj Kaushik(G13/L-489)      

     Rinju Moni Kalita(G13/L-491) 

 

An electric locomotive is a locomotive 

powered by electricity from overhead lines, 

a third rail or on-board energy storage such 

as a battery or fuel cell. Electric 

locomotives with on-board fuelled prime 

movers, such as diesel engines or gas 

turbines, are classed as diesel-electric or 

gas turbine-electric locomotives because 

the electric generator/motor combination 

serves only as a power transmission system. 

Electricity is used to eliminate smoke and 

take advantage of the high efficiency of 

electric motors, but the cost of 

electrification means that usually only 

heavily used lines can be electrified. 

Characteristics: 

One advantage of electrification is the lack 

of pollution from the locomotives. 

Electrification results in higher 

performance, lower maintenance costs and 

lower energy costs. Power plants, even if 

they burn fossil fuels, are far cleaner than 

mobile sources such as locomotive engines. 

The power can come from clean or 

renewable sources, including geothermal 

power, hydroelectric power, nuclear power; 

solar power and wind turbines .Electric 

locomotives are quiet compared to diesel 

locomotives since there is no engine and 

exhaust noise and less mechanical noise. 

The lack of reciprocating parts means 

electric locomotives are easier on the track, 

reducing track maintenance. Power plant 

capacity is far greater than any individual 

locomotive uses, so electric locomotives 

can have a higher power output than diesel 

locomotives and they can produce even 

higher short-term surge power for fast 

acceleration. Electric locomotives are ideal 

for commuter rail service with frequent 

stops. Electric locomotives are used on 

freight routes with consistently high traffic 

volumes, or in areas with advanced rail 

networks. Electric locomotives benefit 

from the high efficiency of electric motors, 

often above 90%. Additional efficiency can 

be gained from regenerative braking, which 

allows kinetic energy to be recovered 

during braking to put power back on the 

line. Newer electric locomotives use AC 

motor-inverter drive systems that provide 

for regenerative braking. The chief 

disadvantage of electrification is the cost 
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for infrastructure: overhead lines or third 

rail, substations, and control systems. 

History: The first known electric 

locomotive was built in 1837 by chemist 

Robert Davidson of Aberdeen. It was 

powered by galvanic cells (batteries). 

Davidson later built a larger locomotive 

named Galvani, exhibited at the Royal 

Scottish Society of Arts Exhibition in 1841. 

The seven-ton vehicle had two direct-drive 

reluctance motors, with fixed 

electromagnets acting on iron bars attached 

to a wooden cylinder on each axle, and 

simple commutators. It hauled a load of six 

tons at four miles per hour for a distance of 

one and a half miles. It was tested on the 

Edinburgh and Glasgow Railway in 

September of the following year, but the 

limited power from batteries prevented its 

general use.  

The first electric passenger train was 

presented by Werner von Siemens at Berlin 

in 1879. The locomotive was driven by a 

2.2 kW, series-wound motor, and the train, 

consisting of the locomotive and three cars, 

reached a speed of 13 km/h. During four 

months, the train carried 90,000 passengers 

on a 300-metre-long circular track. The 

electricity 150 V DC was supplied through 

a third insulated rail between the tracks. A 

contact roller was used to collect the 

electricity. Smoke from steam locomotives 

was noxious and municipalities were 

increasingly inclined to prohibit their use 

within their limits. The first electrically-

worked underground line was the City and 

South London Railway, prompted by a 

clause in its enabling act prohibiting use of 

steam power. It opened in 1890, using 

electric locomotives built by Mather and 

Platt. Electricity quickly became the power 

supply of choice for subways, abetted by 

the Sprague's invention of multiple- unit 

train control in 1897. 

Introduction of alternating current: 

The first practical AC electric locomotive 

was designed by Charles Brown, then 

working for Oerlikon, Zurich. In 1891, 

Brown had demonstrated long-distance 

power transmission, using three-phase AC, 

between a hydro-electric plant at Lauffen 

am Neckar and Frankfurt am Main West, a 

distance of 280 km. Using experience he 

had gained while working for Jean 

Heilmann on steam-electric locomotive 

designs, Brown observed that three-phase 

motors had a higher power-to-weight ratio 

than DC motors and, because of the absence 

of a commutator, were simpler to 

manufacture and maintain. However, they 

were much larger than the DC motors of the 

time and could not be mounted in 

underfloor bogies; they could only be 

carried within locomotive bodies. 
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In 1894, Hungarian engineer Kalman 

Kando developed high-voltage three-phase 

AC motors and generators for electric 

locomotives. In 1896, Oerlikon installed 

the first commercial example of the system 

on the Lugano Tramway. Each 30-tonne 

locomotive had two 110 kW (150 hp) 

motors run by three-phase 750 V 40 Hz fed 

from double overhead lines. Three-phase 

motors run at constant speed and provide 

regenerative braking. In 1896-1898, Kando 

designed a short three-phase AC tramway 

in Evian-les-Bains (France). 

Italian railways were the first in the world 

to introduce electric traction for the entire 

length of a main line rather than just a short 

stretch. The electrical system was three-

phase at 3 kV 15 Hz. The voltage was 

significantly higher than used earlier and it 

required new designs for electric motors 

and switching devices. In 1923, the first 

phase-converter locomotive in Hungary 

was constructed on the basis of Kando's 

designs and serial production began soon 

after. The first installation, at 16 kV 50 Hz, 

was in 1932 on the 56 km section of the 

Hungarian State Railways between 

Budapest and Komárom . In the 1980s, 

development of very high-speed service 

brought further electrification.  

Electric locomotive types: An electric 

locomotive can be supplied with power 

from Rechargeable energy storage systems, 

such as battery or ultra-capacitor powered 

mining locomotives. 

The distinguishing design features of 

electric locomotives are: 

 The type of electrical power used AC or 

DC. 

 The method of storing (batteries, ultra 

capacitors) or collecting (transmission) 

electrical power. 

The means used to couple the traction 

motors to the driving wheels (drivers). 

Direct and alternating current: 

The most fundamental difference lies in the 

choice of AC or DC. The earliest systems 

used DC as AC was not well understood 

and insulation material for high voltage 

lines was not available. DC locomotives 

typically run at relatively low voltage (600 

to 3,000 volts); the equipment is therefore 

relatively massive because the currents 

involved are large in order to transmit 

sufficient power. Power must be supplied at 

frequent intervals as the high currents result 

in large transmission system losses. 

As AC motors were developed, they 

became the predominant type, particularly 

on longer routes. High voltages are used 

because this allows the use of low currents. 

Thus high power can be conducted over 

long distances on lighter and cheaper wires. 

The resulting three-phase current drives 
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induction motors, which do not have 

sensitive commutators and permit easy 

realization of a regenerative brake. Speed is 

controlled by changing the number of pole 

pairs in the stator circuit, with acceleration 

controlled by switching additional resistors 

in, or out, of the rotor circuit. Today’s 

advanced electric locomotives use 

brushless three-phase AC induction motors. 

These polyphase machines are powered 

from GTO-IGCT or IGBT -based inverters. 

The cost of electronic devices in a modern 

locomotive can be up to 50% of the cost of 

the vehicle. 

Electric traction allows the use of 

regenerative braking, in which the motors 

are used as brakes and become generators 

that transform the motion of the train into 

electrical power that is then fed back into 

the lines. This system is particularly 

advantageous in mountainous operations, 

as descending locomotives can produce a 

large portion of the power required for 

ascending trains.  

Power transmission: 

 

Electrical circuits require two connections 

(or for three phase AC, three connections). 

From the beginning, the track was used for 

one side of the circuit. Unlike model 

railroads the track normally supplies only 

one side, the other side(s) of the circuit 

being provided separately. There were 

multiple pickups on both sides of the 

locomotive in order to accommodate the 

breaks in the third rail required by track 

work. This system is preferred in subways 

because of the close clearances it affords. 

Railways generally tend to prefer 

Overhead lines, often called "catenaries” 

after the support system used to hold the 

wire parallel to the ground. Three collection 

methods are possible: 

Trolley pole: a long flexible pole, which 

engages the line with a wheel or shoe. 

Bow collector: a frame that holds a long 

collecting rod against the wire. 

Pantograph: a hinged frame that holds the 

collecting shoes against the wire in a fixed 

geometry. 

Electric traction around India: 

Electrified routes in India use 25 kV AC 

railway electrification at 50 Hz. Until 2013-

2014, the Mumbai area used the older 1500 

V DC electrification. Dual-current WCAM 

locomotives were used in Mumbai sections 

which could use both types of power 
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supply; these locomotives still exist but 

now use only AC power. As of 2015, Indian 

railways haul 85% of freight and passenger 

traffic with electric locomotives. In 

Mumbai, all local trains use electric 

locomotive and speed is also high. 

 


